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end of arms too short; plump tiny hands that twitched, ex-
pressed impatience, were reaching out for you and trying to
cajole you, and that in a skilfully graphic gesture were describ-
ing just what they wanted — a package of cigarette-paper.
Thank you! He would put the paper right into his pocket.
There! And the man would sit down again, and again he
would fix you with those eyes, decide that you were growing
cool towards him, and start up his pantomime. What a
magnificent pipe that is you are smoking! What a pity that he
had lost his own pipe some weeks ago. (His pipe was most
certainly in his pocket.) Ah, how he loved to smoke a pipe!
To heighten the impression of inversion this man dragged
along with him, behind him, a child whose features were no
less astonishing than his own — a little Aiglon with romantic
locks brushed across his forehead and immense, incredibly
ringed eyes that were a little melancholy and rather protu-
berant. What was this? Was it a girl, a boy? A boy, yes, said
our Louis XIII, turning round to stroke the passive forehead;
and a very good trapper. He got two foxes the other day.
The word 'trapper5 went very ill with the look of the boy, and
I was sure that the man was lying about his minion. As the
evening wore on, and the child began to droop with sleep, he
refused to allow the boy to go off to the igloo alone, explaining
with 'inconceivable gestures that they always slept together
(gesture of rocking the child to sleep in his arms) and saying
that the boy was never able to go to sleep without him.
Of what strange elements this scene was composed! Thirty
below in a Post banked with six feet of snow; Louis XIII;
TAiglon; the weaving of those lewd hands; the tin of alcohpl on
the table; the child's astonishing eyes and girlish face contrast-
ing so strangely with the rough clothes; Gibson's manifest and
uneasy disgust. The whole thing was beyond words disconcert-
ing, and I said to myself that next day, when this man and the
child had moved off over the sea, had vanished into the infinity
of the North, I should be perfectly right to believe that the
whole thing had been a dream.

